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 Contributed by Charlie Getz, NMRA Past President 

Gil and Virginia Freitag 

 

Along with the entire model railroad community, Margaret and I were saddened to learn of 

Virginia’s and then Gil’s death.  Universally, they were beloved and admired for their many 

contributions to the NMRA and Lone Star Region, but also as ambassadors of Model 

Railroading.  

Over the years, it has been my honor and thrill to have visited and seen legendary model 

railroads from John Allen’s Gorre & Daphetid to Allen McClelland’s Virginian & Ohio.  But 

high on my list for years was Gil’s Stony Creek & Western.  The articles on his layout and on 

his award-winning models at LSR and NMRA contests only whetted my appetite to visit this 

legendary road.  A quick trip to the Houston area and the kindness of Chuck Lind who 

arranged a whirl-wind tour of prominent model railroads, finally allowed me to achieve my 

goal.  I was as impressed by Virginia and Gil as I was of the layout.  What a thrill for this 

“foreigner from California” to be received with such grace and hospitality.  I quickly learned 

that my experience was not unusual; indeed, it was the norm.  I learned that Virginia and Gil 

often opened their home to visitors and promoted the hobby whenever they could.  They were 

the epitome of a loving couple, supportive of each other and an inspiration on many levels.  

Some years later, as a member of the NMRA BOD and Honors Committee, I conceived the 

idea of the NMRA Fellow Award, designed directly with Gil and Virginia in mind.  As with a 

Fellow in the Academic world, the NMRA Fellow is awarded for outstanding achievement, but 

in our case for promoting Model Railroading to the outside world.  I envisioned this award as 

embodying Virginia and Gil as they were and are the reason it was created.  Gil was the first 

recipient.   

Since his award, others such as John Saxon in Australia (founder and promoter of the 

Australasian Region) and many others have been awarded this honor, but none more deserving 

than the Freitags, though I ruefully admit, it should have been awarded to both, not just Gil.  

I have had a few occasions to return to the Freitags since that first memorable visit and also 

encounter them at NMRA or LSR conventions.  The layout has always inspired and meeting 

some of their children such as Gilbert, has only reinforced the propriety of the Fellow Award.  

On every level, Virginia and Gil succeeded in not only promoting good model railroad values 

but solid family values.  Margaret and I treasure the memory of BBQ dinners with the Freitags 

and our all too brief conversations.  We were so impressed with Virginia’s patience and 

dedication to caring for Gil after his tragic stroke.  We will miss them and indeed, so will the 

entire world-wide model railroading community that they touched.  We join the Freitags’ many 

friends in wishing their family the best and in mourning their loss.  
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 Contributed By Craig Brantley 
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 Contributed by Chuck Lind MMR 

Teacher, Mentor, Friend 

 I’m not exactly sure when I first met Gil and Virginia. It was either 1968 or 1969 while I was attending 

Sam Houston State University and came into town to buy some modeling supplies at G&G Hobbies. There I 

met Gil and he asked what I was working on, I told him I was trying to scratchbuild a box car from an article 

in Craftsman. During that brief meeting, I was told of a date that he would have his layout open. He invited 

me to be sure to come by. I returned on that date to see his layout which was in the attic of his garage. You got 

up on a platform and viewed the layout running in the attic area. I don’t remember much else about the layout, 

but I do remember that I was welcomed in by Gil and Virginia and their hospitality, which impressed this 

young college kid.  

 After college, I married and moved to Dallas. I came back for a train show in 1973 that was held at a 

Catholic Church somewhere near the Astrodome. I had brought a car that I built to enter in the contest. I 

remember that handshake and smile welcoming me into the contest room. It was Gil. We talked a little while I 

finished entering the model then I left to make one of the clinics. I returned to the contest room later in the day 

to pick up my model. The scoresheet had a total which was somewhere around 35 points, but it had a note 

attached “see Gil”. I went over to the table and Gil asked if I had some time. He wanted to discuss my model. 

Gil called another of the judges, Jim Long, and I was told the car was better than my score, but I didn’t tell the 

judges what I did on my scoresheet. For close to an hour those two men asked me questions about how I built 

the car, what materials I used. When it was over Gil handed me back my scoresheet with an 89 and Jim 

handed me a merit award ribbon. Gil just had that big smile on his face and told me I needed to join the 

NMRA and to be sure and bring a model or two for the contest. On my trip back to Lewisville I couldn’t get 

Gil and Jim out of my mind and how they took this kid aside to work with him. I also joined the NMRA when 

I got back home and went to my first LSR convention. Because of Gil, I have been entering contests since 

then. 

 I was encouraged by Gil to work on becoming a Master Model Railroader. I remember I told him I 

didn’t think I could, he said you will become a better modeler and he felt I had the skills. I started and stopped 

several times on my way to getting my MMR. Could I have gotten it without Gil and his clinics and 

encouragement, maybe. I first learned scenery in one of his clinics at an LSR Convention, my late son (maybe 

10 years old at the time) assisted him. Gil said after the clinic if your young son could do it so could you. 

When I started working on my MMR all track had to be hand laid. Gil did a clinic on scratchbuilding a turnout 

for less than a dollar (it was in the 70s). I bet I went through $10 of rail before I got a working turnout. 

Structure’s clinic on building tips again by Gil. Individual shingles cut from the cedar the cigars are wrapped 

in. Cars, motive power all learned from the clinics or talks in the contest room with Gil. 

 After I remarried and moved to College Station,. I took my wife, Laurie to meet Gil and Virginia. She 

was also welcomed into this wonderful family of model railroading. At the fall layout tours a stop at Gil and 

Virginia’s was always a must. When the LSR convention was to be held in Houston the following year I was 

walking down the stairs of their home and Gil, the clinic chair, told me that I was to do a clinic on 

“Scratchbuilding” I said I have never done a clinic. He just smiled and said you will. 

 When I held my “Golden Spike” on my present layout, it was after Gil had his stroke but he was on top 

on my list of folks to invite. Virginia and Gil were there, he had that big smile. I will miss them both at the 

November layout tours both at my place and visiting them. I will miss the calls from Virginia asking it I was 

ready for an inspection tour. Where they would drive up and check on my progress. I will miss that big smile. 

Thanks for the guidance, instruction, and encouragement.  
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 Contributed by Randall Wilson 

In the 1980s, I was a regular operator on Larry Redmond’s Parallax Railroad.  Larry, Rick White, Cecil 

Stewart. Norman Beverage and I filled most of the railroad’s various jobs.  One position on the Parallax was 

reserved for a guest operator. 

Larry, Rick, Cecil, Norman and I always had a great time operating on the Parallax.  Lively discussions and 

sharp-witted teasing were common as we operated our trains. At one op session the open position was filled 

by Gil Freitag. 

The Gil Freitag! 

The famous builder of the Stoney Creek and Western Railroad. The NMRA Master Model 

Railroader. The builder of numerous award-winning model railroad structures. 

Everyone grabbed a throttle and began operating their train.  Unlike other op sessions, there was no 

talking.  Everyone was focused on operating their train to the best of their ability.  After all we were operating 

with The Gil Freitag! 

The layout room remained unusually quiet for several minutes. 

Suddenly the quietness was broken by Gil loudly saying “Hey Randall, I forgot to drop this car at the grain 

elevator.  Take this car and put it at the elevator for me.” 

Gil grabbed a covered hopper from this train and handed it across the aisle to me. I placed it on the track at the 

grain elevator. 

And the layout room was filled with laughter! 

The Gil Freitag had made a mistake and he announced it to everyone in the room! 

Of course, the real mistake was made by Larry, Rick, Cecil, Norman and me. We thought we were operating 

with The Gil Freitag when in fact we were operating with the incredibly humble Gil. 

I am convinced that Gil’s “mistake” was no mistake at all.  Gil never wanted to be the center of attention. He 

wanted us to enjoy operating a model railroad together. 

And Gil loved to operate! 

Gil hosted monthly and sometimes biweekly 

operating sessions on his Stony Creek and Western 

railroad. He would invite new operators and 

introduce them to the joys of operations. 

Gil always wanted train crews to operate their model 

trains as if they were operating a real train.  He also 

understood that mistakes would be made. He would 

say “we are operating model trains.  When we make 

a mistake no one is usually injured.” 

And sometime Gil would make a mistake. And we 

would all laugh! 

  
Photo of Gil Freitag operating on the MidSouth Model Railroad 

Club’s HO scale layout in Baton Rouge, LA 
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 Contributed by Bob Barnett MMR 

Remembering Gil and Virginia         

A lot will be written in this issue by many of our members on memories of Gil and Virginia.  

For Gil I thought of words like mentor, teacher, and example. That’s it, example!  Most of us 

have heard the adage “he leads by example”. That pretty well sums it up for Gil Freitag.  If 

you visit each layout on this years’ fall layout tour and ask the owner, I will wager that nine 

out of ten, (and maybe ten of ten) owners would cite visiting the Stony Creek & Western as an 

early day influence in their modeling career. Many, especially those who favor excellent 

mountain scenery, incredible detailed structures, or prototype operations, may credit Gil and 

the SC&W as the primary influence. I know I would.  

Gil’s invitations to operate at the SC&W in the late 1980s opened a door to prototype 

operations for me.  Houston has been fortunate to have the founders and early members of the 

San Jacinto Model Railroad Club who opened their layouts and homes to visitors and shared 

the model railroad hobby with abandon. If you ask some San Jac members who came from 

other areas or who later moved away, this is not the case everywhere. We are indeed fortunate 

for the open and welcoming atmosphere from the San Jac stalwarts, and nowhere was this 

more evident than in the operations field. Operating layout owners Gil Freitag, Larry 

Redmond, Don Bozman and Dale Forney trained a generation of operators in the Houston 

area. Most every current operations-based railroad in this area got its start on one, or more of 

these roads. And of these, Gil and the SC&W was King of the Hill.  

Many stories of the trials, mistakes, hijinks, and fun of operating on the SC&W were shared in 

the SC&W 50th anniversary celebration in the Derail. Suffice it to say they were numerous, 

they were fun, and they were priceless to those who experienced them.  
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 Contributed by Bob Barnett MMR 

But none of this would have been possible without the support and active contribution of 

Virginia. Gil and Virginia opened their home and layout for San Jac Christmas Parties, LSR 

Convention Tours, San Jac layout Tours and Jamboree/Train Show Layout Tours.  To open 

your home for a layout tour is one thing.  To host a dinner for 50 to 70 people  at your home is 

a bit more. To quote Gilbert their son: “When they made Mom, they broke the mold”.  I doubt 

anyone in the San Jac, Lone Star Region or many visiting operators would dispute that fact.  

Dr. Richard Kamm wrote a series of articles for the Marker Lamp titled “On the shoulders of 

Giants”. One of the articles was on Gil. When we consider the current status  of model 

railroading in Houston and around Texas it is no exaggeration to say: We got to where we are 

by standing “On the shoulder of Giants”.  

Thank you for all you did, Gil and Virginia.  

 

 

MEMORIES of GIL FREITAG 

I was extremely lucky to have met Gil  just as I became interested in building a layout of my 

own (my first and only) way back in 1979. I was in awe of his modeling skills the very first 

visit I made to The Stony Creek and Western Railroad. I soon found out he was the kind of 

guy that was glad to help anyone. That was a great quality that I admit to have taken advantage 

of with a constant barrage of questions about “how to’s” and “why for’s” as I struggled with 

my own layout design all through the year 1980. Any normal person would have grown tired 

of having his brain picked so often, but not Gil. 

As a result of Gil’s guidance and encouragement, my construction started in 1981 and the gold 

spike was driven on February 6, 1988. Thereafter, it was Gil’s influence that got me into 

“operation” which has become my favorite part of the hobby today. 

Another time Gil answered a call for his help was after I was awarded a contract to build a 

train display for Texas Children’s Hospital in the Medical Center here in Houston. I actually 

got help from many people, but Gil built all the scenery and did most of the mechanical 

engineering work on the layout. 

Anyone who has enjoyed visiting the TCH display or operated on my railroad  has witnessed 

just two more examples of Gil Freitag’s outstanding contributions to model railroading and to 

his lasting memory. 

 Contributed by Don Bozman 
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    Contributed by Steve Sandifer MMR 

When I was new to the club I so wanted to be invited to Gil’s to operate. I could see him 

making his way to various people for conversations, which usually consisted of the question, 

“You want to operate Friday night?” I longed for that question to be posed to me. It was with 

great joy that I could say “Yes!” Eventually the question came more frequently until I became 

a regular on the Stony Creek. The Stony Creek could be a pressure operation, which I 

discovered the first time I worked the Craig branch. I had to get those cars rounded up and 

down to Apex before certain trains came or my name was Mud. The yards were also desired 

positions but Ed Raines and Dave Milton usually had those nailed down. 

As I prepared to build my layout, I asked Gil to show me how to hand lay switches. I had done 

it as a youth following the TruScale design, but I wanted to see how Gil did it. He invited me 

to watch as he worked the area under Apex. That is when I learned that Virginia was the tie 

gang and Gil the rail gang. As I worked on my MMR he helped me learn dispatching so I 

could get my hours in. 

When Gil has his stroke I visited them in the hospital and rehab numerous times. I have seen a 

lot of stroke victims, but none who had a stroke of the seriousness of Gil’s and the degree of 

recovery that he experienced. No one should have underestimated the determination of Gil and 

Virginia as a team to continue their life together. Virginia made is possible for Gil to really 

live, and Gil lived for her. You may remember the phrase often found in English Literature – 

“pine away” – as when a damsel pines away after the death of her knight in shining armor. It 

has real meaning. Without Virginia, Gil pined away. 

Together, and humbly, they have left an enormous legacy for all of who enjoy model railroads. 

Gil will forever be my John Allen. 

Steve Sandifer dispatches trains on the Stony Creek and Western 
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Contributed by David N. Currey 

I was born in Lake Charles and grew up there and later in Lafayette.  By the mid-1960s, I had 

a subscription to Model Railroader, and occasionally picked up a copy of Railroad Model 

Craftsman.  Those were my main contacts with the model railroading hobby, as I knew of no 

clubs or activities in the hobby in those cities.  One issue of MR contained a photo of a scratch

-built lift bridge that simply astounded me.  It was a model of a rail-highway lift bridge, 

whose prototype gave access to Galveston Island from the Texas mainland.  Of all the 

hundreds of photos in MR issues from the late 1960s, that photo is the one that stuck in my 

memory down through the years.  (I remembered the photo as being a Model of the Month 

award, but found out just recently it was one of some photos of NMRA National Convention 

Contest models.) 

Forward now about two and a half decades to when I first joined the San Jacinto Model 

Railroad Club.  On my first visit to the Freitags' home, where I saw Gil's layout for the first 

time, I was literally stunned to see the real model that I had seen in that MR photo.  "That's the 

guy!" I shouted silently to myself.  I'm sure that when I pass on to that great operating session 

in the sky, my last conscious thought of Gil's Stony Creek & Western will include that model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    Photos Submitted By Steve Sandifer MMR 
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 Contributed by Randall Wilson 

Layout builders often need just a few more inches of space to expand their model railroad 

empires. Often expansion is stopped when the track gang hits the layout’s room walls. 

Gil Freitag’s Stony Creek and Western track gang knew four additional inches of space was 

available inside every wall. Just remove the wall studs or add a window in the wall! 

Gil wanted to reroute part of the Stony Creek and Western mainline near the Stony Creek 

bridge.  Gil didn’t want another bridge parallel to the Stony Creek bridge and against the 

layout’s exterior wall, so Gil decided to hide the mainline in the wall. 

Gil removed the studs in the second story wall to accommodate the rerouted mainline. To 

service the hidden track Gil installed a window that was accessible only from the outside of 

the house. As the window was on the second story of the house an extension ladder was 

required to reach the window. 

Gil curved the track along a rock cliff and into the wall/window via a blasted rock tunnel. With 

the hidden trackwork complete and the scenery finished it was time to operate. 

I was the engineer of one of the first freight trains to use the new track. I eased my train into 

the new tunnel when suddenly my train stopped in the tunnel. I called Gil over and explained 

the problem. 

Gil told me,  “Back it up and try again.” I reversed the train and tried again. 

Wham! My train stopped again in the tunnel. 

This time Gil told me,  “Back it out again and go forward full throttle.” 

Really? 

Gil repeated,  “Go full throttle. We need to 

shove out whatever is blocking your train.” 

I must admit I wasn’t ready to run a Stony 

Creek and Western train full throttle into a 

blocked tunnel, but I followed Gil’s 

instructions. 

WHAM! 

The train stopped at the same spot in the 

tunnel! 

Gil decided he had to go outside, climb the 

ladder to the second floor and open the 

window. 
In the background above the Stony Creek engine tender is the 

tunnel entrance into the wall/window hidden trackage. 
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 Contributed by Randall Wilson 

In the dark. 

In a drizzling rain. 

Gil climbed the ladder and opened the window.  There was nothing on the track! 

Gil yelled from outside,  “Try it again.” 

Once again the train stopped at the same spot. The locomotive’s headlight remained on, so the 

track had power. What was causing the problem? 

Now everyone in the layout room was watching the stopped train in the tunnel mystery. 

“Try it again” Gil yelled.  The train again stopped at the same spot, but it also derailed a 

cylindrical covered hopper about four cars back from the tunnel entrance. 

The cylindrical covered hopper was extra wide and it was snagging part of the rock cliff 

outside of the tunnel! 

I yelled to Gil that the problem was part of the new scenery was too close to the track. 

A slightly damp Gil returned to the layout room carrying a large hammer.  Gil knocked off 

pieces of the plaster rock cliff. 

“Try it again.” 

This time the train ran smoothly thru the tunnel. 

When Gil rerouted the mainline 

through the wall/window he used a 

passenger car to check the track 

clearance.  The cylindrical covered 

hopper was just a little wider than the 

passenger car (and every other car on 

the layout).  After increasing the 

track clearance Gil never again had 

to go outside to open the window. 

On a ladder. 

In the dark. 

In the drizzling rain. 

  

  

Gil stands on the ladder to reach the second story 

window to service Stony Creek and Western trackage 

hidden in the exterior wall.  
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   Last Run (RIP Virginia Freitag)     Published by Jeff Palmer LSR 

It is with a sad heart that I have to inform you of the passing of the 
LSR Non-Rail Chair Virginia Freitag. For more than 50 years, 
Virginia supported the LSR in many forms. She was a person of 

high energy, quick wit, and a love and devotion seldom seen today. 
To honor her, let’s review a few of her many accomplishments: 

1. Virginia and Gil hosted open houses for the San Jacinto Model 
Railroad Club’s November Layout Tours (Later called the Fall 
Layout Tours) from 1972 until 2021, with the only exception 
being the 2020 COVID cancellation of the in-person tours. 

2. Virginia and Gil hosted the San Jacinto Model Railroad Club 
Christmas Party for around 50 years, from 1970 or 1971 until 

2019. The 2021 Christmas Party was held at the Harris County 
Bayland Park Community Center. Virginia and Gil were 
presented with a plaque and A GIANT Thank You card signed by all San Jac attendees. 

3. Virginia served the LSR as the Non-Rails Events Coordinator for conventions for many, 
many decades. 

4. Virginia served as the Non-Rail Coordinator for the 1989 NMRA National Convention held 
in Houston. She later received the Achievement Certificate for Association Volunteer for 
this service.  

5. Virginia was awarded the 1995 John E. Loeffler Award for Service to the LSR. This award 
was later recaptioned the Loeffler/Freitag award and still later changed to the “Freitag 

Award”. The “Freitag Award” was deliberately named that to honor BOTH Freitags for 
their many years of service to the LSR.  

6. Virginia was the mother of five children and grandmother to 12 (I am sure I got the 
grandkids number wrong, so please forgive me). 

7. And last, but certainly not least: It is universally agreed by Houston Model Railroaders, 
and all the LSR Members, that Virginia is fully qualified for Sainthood for her unwavering 
devotion to and care for Gil since his stroke in March of 2010. 

This is a person who lived a full life and will be remembered for all the things she contributed. 

 
Jeff Palmer 
LSR Secretary 
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   Contributed by Steve Sandifer MMR 

As I looked through my photos of Virginia, I noticed that she was rarely the subject of the 
photo. She was in a supportive and serving position lifting up and honoring Gil. He was her 
great love, and she did everything she could to make him successful. She did that for 
everyone. She made SanJac red vests. She provided our liquid refreshments for as long as we 
have been at Bayland Park. She made sure our Christmas Parties were organized and everyone 
had a great time. She made sure the non-rails had fun at LSR. Virginia was just always there, 
leading from behind the spotlight. 
 
These past 12 years have been exceedingly remarkable. Virginia had to take the lead and cared 
for Gil in ways only a geriatric nurse can understand. She made sure Gil never gave up. She 
loaded him in the Explorer and away they went on wonderful trips fulfilling their dreams as if 
nothing had happened. Jesus said that greater love has no one than to lay down his life for his 
friend. Virginia demonstrated this love. No one could replace her. 
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   Contributed by Laurie Lind 

 

If there was a Queen and King of Houston Model Railroading or a Mother and Father 

of Houston Model Railroading ……. that would be Virginia and Gil Freitag! 

 

Virginia’s gentle nurturing method of keeping the wives busy and entertained at the 

conventions has helped many couples learn to support each other’s hobbies. Her urging 

each of the wives to bring samples of their hobbies to the Arts and Crafts section of the 

contest room let the wives know their hobbies were important too and gave the 

husbands something to brag about when the wives won awards.  It also made the wives 

want to come to the conventions to visit with all the new friends they had met through 

the Non-Rail activities. 

 

Virginia’s tireless devotion to Gil and the model railroad hobby is unsurpassed.  We are 

all indebted to such a Great Lady. 

 

Laurie Lind 
 

I took a look to see if I had any photos of Virginia and found this one taken during 
November, 1970 at Frank Patten's in Fort Worth.  SJMRC visited Fort Worth layouts 
on Saturday and Dallas layouts on 
Sunday.  The tour was set up by Gil 
Freitag. 
  
I can't remember who told me this, 
but Virginia would put the ties in 
place while Gil was at work and 
Gil would lay the rails when he got 
home.  She did all of this in 
addition to taking care of a new 
baby and young children.  Virginia 
was the original Wonder Woman. 
 

 

Yes, Virginia was an amazing woman.  She and I helped haul sand and mix concrete 

for a new bridge on the outdoor railroad.  She was a really hard worker and even with 

my very limited time shared with her, I knew her to be a wonderful lady and friend.   

Contributed by Ken Vandevoort  

   Contributed by Frank Wyatt  
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    Virginia Freitag Photos      Photography by Rick White 
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   Contributed by Bettye Anne Bozman  
 

Virginia was a best friend and a person that could be counted on for any and all help that was 

needed, big or small. 

  

We were at a lot of conventions together to give clinics, help out in the contest room and plan 

tours for the Non-Rails. We went a lot of places together, laughed a great deal and just generally 

had fun. 

  

She was a friend that no matter when you saw her, she was able to pick up where we left off as if 

we had just seen each other the day before. 

  

Many years ago, several of us Non-Rails were at Virginia’s house for one of Gil’s operating 

sessions, and we were playing Mexican Train dominoes.  One of the Non-Rail players decided we 

all should sing commercials while we were playing. We sang (and boy were we bad) 

commercials for Tums, Alka-Seltzer, Burma Shave, etc. We were having so much fun and 

laughing so hard that some of the guys from the operating session came down the stairs to see 

what was going on.  They thought we were having more fun than they were. 

  

Virginia lived a full and wonderful life and I will greatly miss her. 

Love, 

Bettye Anne Bozman 

Jerry: 

I was very fortunate to know Virginia Freitag.  When I was active in the Region, I belonged to the 

same SIG organization that the Freitags were in.  Virginia really taught me a lot regarding HO 

operations.  We also went on layout tours together. Virginia always had snacks and homemade 

trail mix which she called "trash".  I joined the Southwest Live Steamers, and guess what, 

Virginia was there again to show me the ropes.  We operated on each others trains in Michigan 

and many places in Texas. We were fans of the "Rail Op" operating system, and she soon was the 

expert on its use on the Stony Creek & Western.  Virginia was always there when you asked for 

help.  She was a great wife, a wonderful family person and a true friend to so many. 

  

Mary Lou: 

My first trip to a regional convention, I was nervous as I knew no one.  That was easily overcome 

when I met Virginia.  She introduced me to all the other non rails and made sure I signed up for 

activities.  We met at many conventions—local, regional and national, and her enthusiasm always 

added to my enjoyment.  Virginia was the smile that met you at the door, the sense of adventure 

that made a non rail outing fun, and the giving heart that made all welcome.  I, and many others 

including her loving family, will miss her.  

With great memories, 

Jerry and Mary Lou Schoenberg 

  Contributed by Jerry & Mary Lou Shoenberg  
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  Contributed by Geoff and Divina Hogno 

Virginia has shared so much of herself to the San Jacinto Model Railroad Club (San Jac) and 
the NMRA Lone Star Region (LSR).  
 
She has until the COVID-19 pandemic brought and prepared the drinks for the refreshments at 
the San Jac monthly meeting. During these events, she would tutor me and Laurie Lind about 
the expectations for the refreshments. 
  
As the Non-rail Chairperson for the LSR for so many years, she has left some big shoes to fill. 
Through her leadership, the Non-Rail program for the LSR Conventions had been successful 
in engaging the ladies at the event.  
  
We have only known Virginia a few years and we are glad to have met a strong-willed and 
caring lady. Always ready to give her advice to anybody who would seek it but always lends a 
helping hand to make sure the train events 
go smoothly. 
  
We will truly miss her.  
  
God bless her soul,  
  
Geoff and Divina 
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   Submitted by David N. Currey 

I’ll keep this short, as I’m sure lots of people will be sending in their favorite Virginia Freitag 
remembrances.   
 
I had many enjoyable encounters with Virginia Freitag over the years too numerous to count.  
Here are several: 
 
One thing that happened quite a few times was showing up at the Freitag home for the train 
club’s Christmas dinner with a casserole dish in tow—usually something that had to be 
warmed up.  Virginia’s kitchen was always chock full of dozens of food dishes, many of 
them also needing to be warmed up.  Nevertheless, Virginia always took my item cheerfully, 
and usually remembered exactly what dish I had signed up to bring. Then at dinner time, it 
was always heated up properly. 
 
I had a chance to work with her a little bit on several LSR conventions in the realm of 
transportation for the non-rail activities.  She was always a pleasure to work with, and always 
minimized the effort I had to expend on her part of the transportation requirements. 
 
I think the way I’ll always picture Virginia in my mind is her running the Freitag’s ATSF 
7.5” gauge diesel locomotive #2110 on the Comanche & Indian Gap Railroad accompanied 
by her husband Gil. The following photo was taken of them running the locomotive on the 
west leg of the wye at Mexican Hat on 05/12/2005. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Several years ago, I was talking to Virginia and asked her how she was able to maintain such 
an enthusiastic involvement with all of us “train people” over the years. It seemed to me that 
she did not do what the rest of do as far as modeling and construction with our hobby. She 
was always there in a supportive role no matter the event.   
 
Her response to me at was that the people she met, both rails and non-rails, within the hobby 
were the best people in the world and she would not want her life to be any different. She told 
me she loved them all. That was Virginia, and we are all better off for having her cross our 
paths. 

Submitted by Bob Sabol 
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  Contributed by Peter Bryan  

I met Gil and Virginia Freitag back in 1995 when I was invited to operate on their HO Stony 

Creek and Western Railroad. That was a great experience for an operator like me. Along with 

Ed Rains, we dispatched using the CTC System that Gil installed many years ago. 

 

I could tell you more stories about the SCW RR but let's talk about Virginia. There are many 

stories I could tell from the HO crowd and all the work she did at HALS. But one of the 

funniest was when we went to Michigan for Live Steam operations meets at 3 tracks. 

 

One day between breaks of the tracks we decided to drive further north to Jack Ozanich HO 

Great Eastern Railroad. In addition, Jack had a 3- and 3/4-inch live steam railroad that ran on 7 

and 1/2 inch track (like at HALS) which made it narrow gauge. That allowed you to ride 

almost in the engine and he had a caboose that you could actually get into. 

 

Gil and I were the brakemen on a local train and asked Virginia to be the conductor. Being the 

conductor, she got to ride in the caboose to do the paperwork. Now the fun begins as were 

told by Jack that there was  1% down grade where we would cut the caboose, to set out our 

boxcar.  So we cut the caboose and there goes Virginia. As she went we waved at her laughing, 

all the time. We knew there was a dip near the end of the track that would stop her and rock 

back and forth until it came to a  complete stop. 

 

The look on her face was priceless.  And of course Gil was laughing the hardest, as he loved to 

do these things to Virginia. There are more stories to tell from over the past 27 years, but this 

gives you an idea what it was like to hang with Gil and Virginia Freitag.  

  Virginia Freitag Awarded the 2012 

Lone Star Region – President’s Award 

Bob Barnett  

At the 2012 Lone Star Region Convention held in Houston a few weeks ago two Houston area members 

received these prestigious President’s Award, Loren Neufeld and Virginia Freitag.  In the last month’s Derail 

an article by Jim Lemmond discussed  Loren’s  involvement in the LSR and his contributions.  This month 

we’ll discuss some of Virginia Freitag’s contributions to the hobby of model railroading. 

LSR president Bill McPherson proclaimed Virginia the “First Lady of the Lone Star Region” and few would 

argue with that.  Virginia, Gil and their entire family have been fixtures on the Houston and Texas model 

railroading scene for decades. Virginia has served as the Lone Star Region Chairperson for Non-Rail activities 

and served as the Non-Rail Chair at the 2012 LSR Gulf Coast Limited. Virginia also served as Secretary-

Treasurer for the San Jacinto Model Railroad Club for several terms.  As impressive as these  achievements 

sound, let’s review a little history: 

Virginia Freitag Flashback Article (Sept 2012)     By Bob Barnett MMR
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Virginia Freitag Awarded the 2012 

Lone Star Region – President’s Award 

(cont) 

 

Gil and Virginia joined the NMRA and LSR in 1965 and began work on the Stony Creek and Western in 

1966. At the 2007 LSR Convention in Round Rock Gil presented a clinic entitled “Forty Years of Operation 

on the SC&W”.  Let’s take a look at what that means in practical terms.  

• Virginia has opened up her home to layout visitations for nearly 40 years. The SC&W was one of the 

first layouts to open on the San Jacinto Club November Layout Tours starting about 1973, and has been 

open for two days (and some years four days) since that first year. Before that the layout appeared on the 

LSR Layout Tours. The Freitags have several registration books filled with names of visitors to the 

SC&W.  That is literally thousands of visitors over the years.  

• Over a similar time frame the SC&W has been operated 12 to 20 times per year including operating 

sessions for “the locals” and special operating sessions arranged for out of town (and often out of state) 

visitors.  

• And if having that many visitors was not enough, how about hosting a dinner party for 60 to 80 people 

once a year at Christmas time – most years within a week of the afore-mentioned open houses.  

• The events described above required hours of preparation and planning – for a hobby that many spouses 

would just as soon avoid.  

• Virginia is also the proud owner/operator of a G-Scale garden railroad in the back yard of their home. In 

case you have lost count, that is one of four Freitag railroads that have appeared on the layout tours in 

recent years: Gil and Virginia’s Stony Creek & Western, Virginia’s G-Scale garden railroad, son 

Gilbert’s HO scale Santa Fe railroad in Pearland and brother-in-law Gus Freitag’s Colorado-based 

railroad a few block to the north.  

• The layouts listed above do not include Gil and Virginia’s very active involvement in the Houston Area 

Live Steamers’ Cypress Creek and Southern Railroad in Zube Park. They were particularly active in the 

construction of Phase 3 and Phase 4 of that railroad.  

 

I think the members of the San Jacinto Model Railroad Club would agree that Bill McPherson was correct in 

his assessment of Virginia Freitag being the “First Lady of the LSR”. 

 

Congratulations Virginia, for an award WELL DESERVED!! 

Virginia Freitag Flashback Article (Sept 2012)     By Bob Barnett MMR
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June 19, 2019 

• The Award was established in 1963 by the San Jacinto Model Railroad Club to honor John 

E. “Pop” Loeffler. 

• It is awarded annually to an LSR Member who has made significant contributions to the 

Lone Star Region.  

• It has been awarded annually since 1963. (Well almost). 

• There was no official 1989 LSR Convention due to the NMRA National being held in 

Houston, and it was not awarded that year.  It was also not awarded in 2003. (No known 

explanation) 

• For many years a large silver bowl was awarded with the new recipient’s name and year 

engraved on it.  At the end of that year the recipient returned to bowl and was given a 

smaller silver bowl to keep.  The large bowl was passed on to the next recipient. After 

completely filling up two large bowls, the large bowl concept was retired, primarily 

because there were no engravers left who could engrave the large bowls.  The last name 

added to a large bowl was in 2010. 

• For several more years the San Jacinto Club continued to award the smaller bowl until it 

became extremely difficult to find engravers and finally the awarding the smaller silver 

bowl was dropped.  

• In 2016 the award was changed to a wood plaque with the award name, recipient’s name 

and year engraved, along with the San Jac logo.  

• In 2007 the name was revised to the Loeffler-Freitag Award.  The dual name was kept for 

five years until the last large bowl (engraved as the “Loeffler Award”) was filled up and 

retired.  

• The name was then changed to the Freitag Award.  

• The Name “Freitag Award” was deliberately generic to honor the Freitag Family, who have 

contributed so much to the model railroading hobby over a 50-year period. Gil and Virginia 

have hosted 50 San Jacinto Model Railroad Club Christmas parties/dinners, hosted open 

houses each November for over 40 years, hosted a similar number of Jamboree/ Train 

Show open houses, hosted hundreds of operating sessions, Gil gave dozens of clinics and 

Gil served as LSR Contest Chair for years. At one time there were four (4) layouts on the 

fall tour built by Freitags: The Stony Creek & Western, Gil & Virginia’s backyard Garden 

railroad, Gus Freitag’s Texas & Northern and Gilbert’s Santa Fe railroad. No other family’s 

name is so associated with Model Railroading in the Houston Area.  

• Typically, there is only one recipient each year. 

• In 2001 the award was given to the five remaining charter members of the Lone Star 

Region. (One of which was Gus Freitag).  

• In 2012, 2014, 2018, and 2020 there were joint recipients.  

     Loeffler-Freitag Award      By Bob Barnett MMR
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    Virginia Freitag Photos      Photographed by Rick White 
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    Virginia Freitag Photos      Photographed by Rick White 
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    Virginia and Gil Photos    Submitted by Randall Wilson 
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    Submitted by Tim Blackwell, Publisher of Cowcatcher  

A Sad Spring in the Community  

(as published in Cowcatcher June 2022) 

 

A Legend Passes. The May Cowcatcher Tracks featured the story of Virginia Freitag, the caregiver for 

husband Gil, the patriarch of the renowned Stony Creek & Western model railroad. Virginia died 

unexpectedly in April, leaving behind her beloved husband and a legacy of devout commitment to uphold the 

community of model railroading. 

Sadly, Gil passed away in May, not quite a month after Virginia’s death, and 12 years after a debilitating 

stroke. 

The SC&W HO model railroad endured in Houston for more than 55 years. Lauded in the model railroad 

press, it was inspired by the legendary John Allen and was a testament to old-school craftsmanship. 

Thousands visited and dozens upon dozens operated on it. 

More importantly, the layout was about deep-rooted friendships. After Gil suffered a stroke in 2010, the 

SC&W became the rallying point of a support system of modelers nationally and internationally that grew 

miles beyond anything the Freitags could have imagined. Their uplift was inspiration for Gil to regain as 

much mobility as possible to do what he loved, run trains. 

Before one SC&W operating session in 2016, Virginia noticed a narrow-gauge log train uncharacteristically 

running the layout. She walked around the corner, and Gil was holding a throttle. He had taken a train out of 

Virginia City on the narrow-gauge line for a spin and added log cars from the loader near Kyune. 

“He was so proud, and I was so proud of him,” she said. “He did all of that by himself. That’s the first time 

he’s done that in six years. That just blew our minds.” 

Gil’s childhood love of trains turned into a hobby that took his family from coast to coast, fostering deep 

friendships and blurring the line between kin and friends. It was not uncommon to see some of his fellow rail 

fans at family events. 

In 2007 he was presented the first National Model Railroad Association Fellow Award, the NMRA’s most 

prestigious honor, which recognizes individuals who have shared and promoted model railroading. 

Gil was 86. 

More in the July/August issue. 
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 Virginia Freitag Flashback Article (Dec 2016)     By Laurie Lind 

Twenty-five years ago, upon marrying into the model railroad family, I was 

introduced to Gil and Virginia Freitag of Houston, Texas. 

As a newbie in the hobby, I was blessed with Virginia as a role model.  From the 

very beginning, I knew that if I could give Chuck even a small portion of the love 

and support Virginia gave Gil, our marriage would be a success! 

Virginia made the Non-Rail portion of the Lone Star Region conventions exciting 

and interesting for the “train widows.”  She made every wife feel welcome and 

part of the group, even at their first convention.  From nudging us to enter the 

Arts & Crafts Contest to coordinating side trips to places like the National 

Museum of Funeral History when the convention was in Houston, she was 

always in control.  She even out smarted the hurricane that hit Houston during 

AstroRail in 1989, when it foolishly thought it could put a damper on the outing 

she had planned…..Virginia simply got on the phone and reorganized the lunch 

while riding on the bus in the rain! 

She has always lead the judging in the Arts & Crafts contest.  No matter if there 

was just a few entries or a room full of entries, she would gather helper-judges 

and teach us to see the beauty in all types of arts and crafts. 

Though I’ll never be half the modeler, organizer, or mentor she has always been 

to others in this railroad family, Virginia gives us all a star to aim for in the 

future. 
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 Virginia Freitag Flashback Article (Dec 2016)     By Virginia’s Fan Club 

Operation night on the Stony Creek and Western was not just for the “railroad employees.” 

Virginia would gather the non-rail spouses around her dining room table for sessions of 

Mexican train dominos and conversation.    

The “non-rail” table at the Stony Creek and Western operation session. 

L to R: Patsy Patterson, Bettye Bozman, Virginia Freitag, Mary Rains and Diann Wilson 

  

I wasn’t one of the frequent “non-rails” at the Freitag dining table but sure enjoyed the times I 

did attend.  Virginia was always a gracious hostess and I always felt welcomed and 

included.  The discussions were many and varied as we talked about family and jobs and 

growing up and what it means to have a husband who has a passion for model trains and 

railroading.  Sometimes, we even played a game of (what else) Mexican Train.  I especially 

enjoyed the times we got to talking so much we flat forgot whose turn it was.  I got to know 

these women as friends and am always eager to see them again at conventions or other 

activities.  Thank you, Virginia, for your friendship. 

Cathy Ashcraft  
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 Virginia Freitag Flashback Article (Dec 2016)     By Virginia’s Fan Club 

 

When Gil first began inviting Randall to operate on the Stony Creek, sometimes, but not always, he 

would invite me.  I always had a great time with Virginia and the other ladies and looked forward to 

being invited again.  Each time Gil invited Randall to operate I would ask “Was I 

invited?”  Sometimes Gil said, “Bring Diann” and sometimes he didn’t.   Once Randall and I realized 

an invitation extended to Randall automatically included me, we got a chuckle.  Gil chuckled 

too.  After that when Gil phoned and I answered he would invite me to play Mexican train and say, 

“Bring Randall along too!” 

Diann Wilson 

 

WOW!  We really have been playing Mexican Train for a long time.  The ladies play dominos 

downstairs and the guys “play’’ upstairs.  We did a lot of crazy things and made so much noise that 

the guys would slowly come down stairs to see what was going on. 

We sang commercials on one particular night.  We all were not in good voice form but we thought we 

were doing great. We would get to talking and lose our place so we would just start playing 

anywhere.  We had a lot of great fun and we always looked forward to playing  each week. 

Bettye Bozman 

 

Those game night were a lot of fun as I'm sure you all realized.  There was many a fellow who 

peeked around the corner to see what all the laughing was about.  Sometime the stories would get so 

wild we would forget what we were playing. There were a lot of good cooks in the group and the 

snacks were always yummy.  But we knew not to put raisins in anything because Bettye just didn't 

like them.  Sooo... on her birthday we all brought something with raisins in it and her birthday cake 

was a Barbie doll cake and the skirt was made of raisins.   One time Virginia brought each of us a 

piece of carpet from the Fox Theater in Atlanta where the premier of Gone With the Wind was held 

back in 1936 or there about.  They were redoing the theater and had all this stuff and told Liz Harris 

and Virginia to help themselves.  They had a Swiss Army knife with a scissor attachment that they 

used to cut out each of these motifs.  Each one had an F in the middle but we were not 

impressed.  But we really had a good laugh picturing the two of them on hands and knees cutting 

each of us a square with an F in the center.  We shared tales of other miss adventures, Bettye 

and Virginia trying to figure out how to drive a car they rented at one of the conventions and then 

bought a couple of "t" shirts with cuts in very interesting places (another Bettye 

and Virginia tale).  Then there was the train ride into Copper Canyon with Mary and Ed and Gil 

and Virginia when Mary got off to sight see and almost got left behind.    

We played Mexican Train most of the time and Rosalie Milton was in charge of the rules and tried to 

keep up with whose turn it was when we would get off on one of our tall tales  It was sort of a 

sisterhood of gals who loved guys who loved trains.  

Patsy Patterson 
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 Santa Fe Chief Special (Flashback Apr 2018) By Virginia and Gilbert Freitag 

Wow! What a terrific round trip Galveston RR Museum to Pearland to RR Museum.   Since BNSF replaced 

the Accessible AMTRAK car with cars not handicap accessible, we were allowed to ride the handicap 

accessible Business Car with the various Board members. What a privilege!  It was a beautiful suite that 

included a queen bed and huge handicap bathroom which included a huge shower.  

Since we had followed the replacement of the Bascule railroad bridge with the new RR Lift Bridge (including 

watching them build it on Harborside Dr.), it was great to get to ride through the new bridge.  

This bridge is special to us, especially since Gil had won the NMRA Gold Award at the 1970 St Louis NMRA 

Convention for his scratch built scale model of the Old Bascule Bridge. 
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 Freitag Family Thank You   
 

To our “Railroad Extended Family”: 

Gil and Virginia Freitag: “Model Parents” 

 

Virginia and Gil Freitag, aka. Mom and Dad, were true prototypes that we should 

all try to model our lives by. I have always stated that they set the bar so high, we 

can only try to strive to reach high enough to touch it with the tips of our fingers. 

My siblings and I are so blessed to have had them, always doing their best to 

make sure we grew up with the highest moral values and the best educations, 

never being jealous anything that the “rich kids” had, that we didn’t. What we 

didn’t fully appreciate at the time was what we had, that the “rich kids” could only 

dream of having…mom and dad. 

Along with all the great fellowships, one of the big benefits of having a country/

world wide “railroad extended family” was the 2 week long, yearly trips to 

National and Regional railroad conventions. It is that fact that allowed our family 

of 7 to travel to most of the continental US, visiting almost every state in the US 

and whatever national treasure was in each state along the way. Backroad 

mountain drives through Colorado were always the favorite, and somehow 

Colorado frequently turned out to be “on the way” on most trips. Houston to 

Florida by way of Colorado ?, well maybe not on that year’s trip. We traveled to 

the far corners – California, Washington, Maine, and Florida – all by car with a 

bumper pull/pop up camper, camping in the National Parks Campgrounds all 

along the way. I challenge any person today to compare all the places we were 

blessed to visit/experience as a family to their own… yes, I am bragging. 

With Alaska and Hawaii being key items left on the family “bucket list”, we were 

able to take a flight/cruise, post-dad-stroke, to visit the spectacular Alaska, and 

ride the train there, leaving Hawaii on the list. Mom had been pressing me for a 

plan to get us to Hawaii, but my hesitations due to my own concerns about dad’s 

ability to make that of long of a confined flight, delayed that trip to a point where 

it was not possible, something that will be on my mind for life. 
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 Freitag Family Thank You   
 

Here is a partial list of just some the places that being a “railroad family” allowed 

us to visit: 

AZ – Grand Canyon 

CA – San Francisco cable cars, Alcatraz, Disney Land, Giant Redwoods 

CO -  Numerous mountain, gold mines, Denver Mint, narrow gauge railroads 

FL – Disney World 

IL - Sears Tower 

MI – Ford assembly plant 

MO – St Louis Arch 

NV – Hoover Dam 

PA – Steel mills 

WA - Space Needle, Flight Museum 

WY – Yellowstone, “old-faithful” 

Washington, DC – The White House, Capital, national monuments, 

Smithsonian Museums, etc 

Canada – Calgary, Winnipeg - mountains drives 

Mom and dad made a great effort to attend most of the yearly NMRA and LSR 

conventions. We would meet a lot of the same people at these yearly events, 

making these relationships grow into our “extended railroad families”, always 

willing to open each other’s hearts and homes to us, and visa-versa. As they later 

expanded their railroading interest into the larger 1-1/2” scale, ride-on size trains, 

the “railroad family” grew even more. Making numerous trips to Michigan and 

California, hauling large equipment along with them, opened up yet another 

branch of family. It would be an amazing thing to see what the odometer total 

would have read from all of mom and dad’s railroad excursions. When events 

were local in Houston, and “extended members” were in town from out-of-town, 

state or even country, mom and dad wouldn’t hesitate for moment to offer their 

home a place to stay while they were in town, even if they only met them a time 

or two before. They welcomed “train family” from as far away as Germany, New 

Zealand, and Australia that they meet at these events to come visit their home. 

That’s what a call a truly “worldwide extended” family. 
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 Freitag Family Thank You   
 

Words can’t express enough thanks to our “extended railroad families” for all the 

fun, fellowship, and love we have shared over the past 60+ years, and will 

continue to do so well into the future. The out pouring of support mom and dad 

have received, especially in the last 12 “post-stroke” years, has been none other 

than utterly amazing. We are not going to start naming any names, because the list 

is so long and we by no means want any of our “train family” to think they are any 

less important than another. You all know who you are, and we do too. We will put 

our “train family” bonds right there equal to any blood relative bond you could 

have. Mom and dad’s passing’s truly marks the end of an era, but we will do our 

best to honor their legacy and keep these relationships active. 

Love, 

Your “train family members”…Denise, Gilbert, Darlene, Sharlene, and Theresa  

 

 

Freitag Family in Colorado 
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Officers 

San Jac RR Club Meetings take place the 

first Tuesday of each month at 7pm 
 

Now In-Person and ONLINE  
 

Bayland Community Center    

6400 Bissonnet St. Houston, TX 
 

Visitors are always welcome! 

We would like to thank the many railroaders who befriended mom and dad 
over the years. You were always considered more than just friends. As we 
prepped for family milestones (birthdays weddings, anniversaries, etc), we 

would go through our list of those close to us. For most that means 
considering guests from both sides of the family. For us, we always had three 

sides of the family to consider—mom’s side, dad’s side, and the railroader 
side. While the pain is deep and the tears flow easily, it is comforting to know 

mom and dad are together again and in the company of those called to 
Heaven before them, from all three sides of our family.   

 
Sincerely, 

Denise, Gilbert, Darlene, Sharlene, and Theresa 

Thank You 
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